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Care 
& maintenance

Vacuum, sweep or dust mop your 
floor once a week, or more if needed. 

The vacuum head must be brush or felt 
and a wand attachment is preferable. Do not use 

vacuums with beater bars or hard heads. 

Spills and tracked-in dirt should be wiped up immediately.

Periodically clean your floor with the appropriate products. 
We recommend the use of the Bona range of cleaning and 
maintenance products and that you refer to our separate 
maintenance leaflet.

Use interior and exterior doormats at all entrances to collect 
dirt and moisture and prevent it from being tracked onto the 
floor.

Never use any of the following products (or products similar 
in nature) on your floor: ammonia-based cleaners, acrylic 
finishes, wax-based products, detergents, bleach, polishes, 
abrasive cleaning soaps, or acidic materials such as vinegar. 

All Tuscan floors are manufactured from natural products 
and can be damaged by high heels, pets and inadequate 
maintenance. Keep animal nails trimmed to minimise 
scratches to the surface. 

Use furniture feet protector pads under all furniture and 
make certain to keep them clean and well maintained. 

Keep the relative humidity in your home between 35% and 
55%. If water is spilled onto the floor, wipe up immediately as 
water may permanently damage the floor. 

 

Direct sunlight can alter the appearance of your floor.  
 
Always refer to the Tuscan recommended maintenance 
procedures which can be downloaded from 
www.tuscanflooring.co.uk.

Installation
Installation instructions are included with every pack of 
Tuscan flooring and copies of the instructions are available to 
download from www.tuscanflooring.co.uk.

Installation with underfloor heating
The Tuscan engineered ‘click’ system flooring is compatible 
with both embedded water piped and electrical matting 
underfloor heating systems. 

NOTE:
As wooden flooring is naturally sensitive to temperature and 
humidity fluctuations, the recommendations and instructions 
relating to the underfloor heating system and the particular 
Tuscan engineered flooring you have chosen must be fully 
understood and strictly followed prior to and following 
installation of the flooring. 

In particular, the recommendations and instructions for pre 
installation preparations, post installation, commissioning of 
new systems and first use of existing heating systems must be 
followed.

Tuscan engineered flooring must not be heated in excess of 
26˚C as the stability of the flooring may be affected.  

Please note that flooring from the Tuscan Elite range is not 
suitable for use over underfloor heating systems. A copy of 
both the Tuscan engineered ‘click’ and Tuscan Elite ‘drop-loc’ 
installation instructions are available to download from  
www.tuscanflooring.co.uk

Warranty
A copy of the warranties for Tuscan wood floors are available 
to download from www.tuscanflooring.co.uk.

Due to variables in the photographic and printing  
processes, colours shown in this brochure may vary from  
the actual product.
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Live it. Love it. That’s how we want you to feel about 
your Tuscan floor. This is a collection created with the 
highest standards of design, quality and performance at 
its heart. With our newly expanded offer, there are even 
more beautiful species and colours to choose. From dark 
to light tones, hand crafted finishes to matt and polished 
lacquers, and from contemporary to classic species, plus 
some very fashionable new whitewashed effects, Tuscan 
gives you the design freedom to make your very own 
style statement. 

Tuscan is superbly flexible too. The extensive choice of 
solid and engineered options means it can be installed 
over any type of sub floor. New to the collection is Tuscan 
Elite which opens up a new dimension in engineered 
flooring for aesthetics and performance. But whichever 
Tuscan floor you choose, you can be sure that it will be 
long-lasting and beautiful. You could say it’s one of life’s 
affordable luxuries. 
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Environment & quality

Tuscan is much more than a beautiful floor. It also comes 
with first class environmental credentials. The engineered 
range carries FSC certification, the internationally 
recognised standard which guarantees the timber is 
harvested from responsibly managed forests. Added 
to that, for every pack of Tuscan engineered flooring 
manufactured a sapling is planted. 

The new Tuscan Elite product is also eco-friendly. 
It boasts a unique construction method where the 
core substrate is made entirely from oak off-cuts for 
maximum material usage and minimum waste. Precision 
manufactured to the highest specification, Tuscan

TT-COC-1805
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Elite is uncompromisingly hard-wearing and stable in 
composition. 

Our product warranties are equally as impressive. The 
minimum warranty is for ten years with Tuscan solid 
wood, while our Tuscan engineered and new Tuscan 
Elite offer a twenty five year residential warranty against 
manufacturing defect. 

So with Tuscan, you can have the peace of mind that your 
floor is both long lasting and environmentally positive. 
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Only the finest mixed grade timbers go into each of 
our solid wood planks, selected and graded to ensure 
a superior specification. Through this close attention to 
detail, we know that your floor will always be beautiful, 
developing charm and character over time like only 
solid wood can. And you have the confidence of a ten 
year warranty. In the solid wood range you will find an 
expansive choice of species to satisfy the most discerning 
of tastes. Reflecting its popularity as the specie of choice 
with homeowners, there is an unparalleled selection of 
oaks. Beautiful colour tones combine with brushed and 
hand-scraped textured surfaces to bring elegance and 
style to your home.

Solid wood flooringSolid wood floooringSolid wood flooring



Blanchi Hand Distressed Brushed & UV Oiled Oak 120



8Bianco Brushed & Matt Lacquered Oak 120



Carbon Brushed & Matt Lacquered Oak 150
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Hand distressed flooring gives you the best of all worlds. 
Totally fashionable, the dark exotic tones work so well 
in contemporary interiors. Luxury and designer appeal 
combined. The hand distressed look gives you the feel of 
something precious and time-worn. Something beautiful 
to be treasured. 

Solid wood flooringSolid wood floooringSolid wood flooring



Golden Hand Distressed Oak 120 Lacquered



Rustic Oak 120 Lacquered



Big Earth Hand Distressed Oak 120 Lacquered



14

The superior quality of Tuscan solid wood floors makes 
them hardwearing enough to cope with the daily wear 
and tear throughout your home. Even in the busiest of 
areas. With its beautiful good looks, Tuscan flooring 
will always give a warm welcome. Easy to maintain and 
easy to clean, you can be sure it will keep its stylish 
appearance. Peace of mind and decades of enjoyment to 
look forward to.

Solid wood flooringSolid wood floooringSolid wood flooring



American Black Walnut 120 Lacquered
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There’s always something very desirable about a solid 
wood floor. Not only its sheer beauty, but its classic 
qualities that hand down from one generation to the 
next. With Tuscan, you are investing in timeless design 
and good old fashioned quality. Yet there is nothing dated 
about the beautiful species on offer. Contemporary or 
traditional – choose a floor to shape your perfect living 
space. 

Solid wood flooringSolid wood floooringSolid wood flooring



Brushed & UV Oiled Chocolate Stained Oak 180



Brushed & UV Oiled Oak 150



Brushed & UV Oiled Oak 180



Wheat Hand Distressed Brushed & UV Oiled Oak 150



Golden Hand Distressed Oak 120 Lacquered
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For a design alternative to solid timber, how about 
bamboo? It’s even more hardwearing than timber. 
High on looks and low on maintenance, it is a 
versatile floorcovering for many areas of the home. 
A 100% natural product, bamboo is the fastest 
growing grass plant in the world. Naturally beautiful. 
Environmentally kind.

Bamboo Natural

SolidSolidSolid woodwood w od flooringfloooring flooring





Tuscan Elite is our premium specification in engineered 
flooring. Choosing the right floor is a matter of style and 
individuality and with Tuscan Elite you have an extensive 
design-oriented palette to choose from to help you make 
that all important selection. Tuscan Elite floors feature an 
air dried 48 lacquered finish that not only looks and feels 
superb, but is unsurpassed when it comes to durability 
and performance. The product comes with a twenty five 
year residential warranty, so it’s guaranteed to give you 
decades of enjoyment. Literally. Added to that, it’s even 
quicker to install than a conventional engineered floor 
thanks to its improved drop-loc system. So whether you 
opt for self installation or not, there’s no quicker way to a 
beautiful wood floor. 

24 Elite wood flooringElite wood floooringElite woood flooring



Elite 125 Barley Brushed & Lacquered



Elite 125 Toffee Brushed & Lacquered



Elite 125 Graphite Brushed & Lacquered



Elite 125 Natural Brushed & Lacquered



Elite 125 Cappuccino Brushed & Lacquered



Elite 125 Natural Brushed & LacqueredElite Toffee Brushed & Lacquered



Elite 125 Toffee Distressed & Lacquered



Elite 125 Natural Distressed & Lacquered



Elite 125 Barley Distressed & Lacquered



Be beautiful throughout your home. Upstairs. 
Downstairs. From bedrooms to busy hallways and 
living rooms to kitchens, our Elite flooring can be used 
in many domestic settings, except bathrooms or areas 
of high humidity.

34 Elite wood flooringElite wood floooringElite woood floo ing



Elite 125 Natural Hand Scraped & Lacquered



Elite 125 Cappuccino Distressed & Lacquered



Elite 125 Roma Hand Scraped & Lacquered



EngineeredEng neeeredEng neeered woodwood w od flooringfloooring flooring

You can’t help feeling special with a Tuscan engineered 
floor. Each and every specie has a distinctive charm. 
The mellow tones complemented by the wide board 
specification will bring warmth and character to your 
living spaces. New to the collection is a whitewashed 
finish which offers of-the-moment styling with a neutral 
colourway. Perfect for a fresh, contemporary look. With 
its FSC certification and a twenty five year warranty, you 
can be sure this is a floor of superior quality. And being 
compatible with underfloor heating, you can add the last 
finishing touch of luxury. Warm to walk on. Beautiful to 
look at. Environmentally kind. 

TT-COC-1805
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1 Strip Family Ash Coffee Lacquered



Engineered wood flooringEng neeered wood floooringEng neeered woood flooring

Life’s busy enough without having to work too hard at 
keeping up the appearance of your floor. Whether in a 
busy kitchen or a relaxed living space, you needn’t worry 
about durability or ease of maintenance. Tuscan floors are 
simply and easily cleaned. As a natural material, wear and 
tear over time is perfectly normal.
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 1 Strip Family Oak White Washed & Lacquered



3 Strip Family Oak Brushed Cherry UV Oiled



3 Strip Family Oak Antique Lacquer



Engineered wood flooringEng neeered wood floooringEng neeered woood flooring

Stunning good looks are a given with one of our floors. 
The noble character of the timber’s graining grown slowly 
over decades. The choice of beautiful tones that will 
more than satisfy contemporary and classic tastes. And 
the beautiful wide boards which enhance the feeling of 
luxury and spaciousness. 
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1 Strip Family Oak Black UV Oiled & Bevelled



Engineered wood flooringEng neeered wood floooringEng neeered wood flooring

The superior 3-ply construction of Tuscan engineered 
guarantees outstanding performance. The expertly 
manufactured and bonded layers give exceptional 
dimensional stability. Add to that the precision fit of the 
Valingé click system and you have an easy to install, easy 
living floor. You can be confident this floor is built to last 
and will give years of pleasure. We are. That’s why it 
comes with a twenty five year domestic warranty.
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1 Strip Select Oak Lacquer



3 Strip Family Oak Lacquer



3 Strip Family Oak UV Oiled



Engineered wood flooringEng neeered wood floooringEng neeered woood floo ing

Wood is always a joy to walk on. Even more so with bare 
feet. Our flooring is compatible with almost all types of 
underfloor heating systems, giving you a lovely ambient 
warmth. As well as cosy toes. Turn it on and turn up the 
comfort.
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1 Strip Family Oak Brushed, Bevelled & Matt Lacquered



1 Strip Family Oak UV Oiled & Bevelled



1 Strip Natural Oak Lacquer



180mm

Brushed & UV Oiled Natural Oak

Brushed & UV Oiled Chocolate 

Stained Oak

120mm

Rustic Oak

Golden Hand Distressed Oak

Big Earth Hand Distressed Oak

American Black Walnut

Wheat Hand Distressed & Brushed Oak

Blanchi Hand Distressed & Brushed Oak

Bianco Brushed Oak

Carbon Brushed Oak 

150mm

Brushed & UV Oiled Oak

Golden Hand Distressed Oak

Big Earth Hand Distressed Oak

Wheat Hand Distressed & Brushed Oak

Blanchi Hand Distressed & Brushed Oak

Bianco Brushed Oak

Carbon Brushed Oak    

  nail down   stick down   nail down stick down nail down stick down nail down stick down

 

 

Floor joists (to BS8201)         

Existing wooden T&G floorboards 

(securely fixed, dry & sound)        

Particle board (chipboard

floor fixed to joists)         

Concrete floor (moisture

content less than 3% and as per BS8201)         

Concrete floor (with 18mm

plywood on the surface)        

Concrete floor (with  battens as per

BS8201 fixed at 400mm centres)       

It is the responsibility of the installer to correctly check the suitability of the sub floor in all respects - ie moisture content, soundness, flatness, etc.

If any doubt exists regarding the suitable moisture content of the sub floor then an appropriate damp proof membrane should be installed before 
installation of the flooring product.

How to select a solid wood floor

Plank width

Specie

96mm

Bamboo Natural

Stick downNail down Nail down Stick down Stick downNail downNail down Stick down
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14mm x 180mm 1 strip-click

Natural Oak Lacquered

Select Oak Lacquered

Family Oak Oiled & Bevelled Natural UV Oiled

Family Oak Oiled & Bevelled Cherry UV Oiled

Family Oak Brushed & Bevelled Matt Lacquered

Family Oak White Washed Lacquered

Family Oak Black UV Oiled & Bevelled

Family Ash Coffee Lacquered

15mm x 207mm 3 strip-click

Family Oak Lacquered

Family Oak UV Oiled

Family Oak Antique Lacquered

Family Oak  Brushed & Cherry UV Oiled

Elite 14mm x 125mm 1 strip drop-loc

All textures

Natural

Barley

Cappuccino

Graphite

Toffee

Roma

  Floating installation Stick down installation Floating installation Stick down installation  Floating installation  Stick down installation

Floor joists (to BS8201) 

     

Existing wooden T&G floorboards 

(securely fixed, dry & sound)     

Particle boards (chipboard & OSB floor

panels fixed to joists)     

Concrete floor (moisture content

less than 3% and as per BS8201)     

Bitumen or Asphalt Surface 

     

Other detail

Combination DPM/Underlay 

Required?    

Liquid DPM? (use where a concrete sub floor

moisture condition is unsuitable or unchecked)      

Suitable for use over water piped 

underfloor heating systems     

Suitable for use over electric matting 

underfloor heating systems   

* consult your adhesive supplier/manufacturer to check compatability with these types of sub floors.

It is the responsibility of the installer to correctly check the suitability of the sub floor in all respects - ie moisture content, soundness, flatness, etc.
If any doubt exists regarding the suitable moisture content of the sub floor then an appropriate damp proof membrane should be installed before 
installation of the flooring product.

How to select an engineered wood floor

Plank width

Specie
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Blanchi Hand Distressed & Brushed Oak 
UV Oiled
18 x 120mm 2.112 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Golden Hand Distressed Oak Lacquered
19 x 150mm 1.98 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Bamboo Natural Lacquered
15 x 96mm 2.212 M2 packs
Set length 960mm

Big Earth Hand Distressed Oak Lacquered
18 x 120mm 2.112 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Bianco Brushed Oak Matt Lacquered
19 x 150mm 1.98 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

American Black Walnut Lacquered
18 x 120mm 2.112 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Bianco Brushed Oak Matt Lacquered
18 x 120mm 2.112 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Rustic Oak 120 Lacquered
18 x 120mm 2.112 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Blanchi Hand Distressed & Brushed Oak 
UV Oiled
19 x 150mm 1.98 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

The complete Tuscan wood floor range 

Brushed & UV Oiled Oak
19 x 150mm 1.98 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Brushed & UV Oiled Oak
20 x 180mm 2.376 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Wheat Hand Distressed & Brushed Oak 
UV Oiled
18 x 120mm 2.112 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Brushed & UV Oiled Chocolate Stained Oak
20 x 180mm 2.376 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Golden Hand Distressed Oak Lacquered
18 x 120mm 2.112 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Carbon Brushed Oak Matt Lacquered
19 x 150mm 1.98 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Big Earth Hand Distressed Oak Lacquered
19 x 150mm 1.98 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Carbon Brushed Oak Matt Lacquered
18 x 120mm 2.112 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Wheat Hand Distressed & Brushed Oak 
UV Oiled
19 x 150mm 1.98 M2 packs
Random lengths 400 - 1800mm

Solid wood
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Graphite Brushed AD48 Lacquered 
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

Toffee Hand Scraped AD48 Lacquered
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

Barley Brushed AD48 Lacquered
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

Barley Hand Scraped AD48 Lacquered
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

Natural Hand Scraped AD48 Lacquered
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

Toffee Brushed AD48 Lacquered 
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

Roma Hand Scraped AD48 Lacquered
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

Cappuccino Brushed AD48 Lacquered 
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

Graphite Hand Scraped AD48 Lacquered
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

Natural Brushed AD48 Lacquered
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

Cappuccino Hand Scraped AD48 Lacquered
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

Bamboo Carbonised Lacquered
15 x 96mm 2.212 M2 packs
Set length 960mm

Graphite Distressed AD48 Lacquered 
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

Matt Lacquered
14 x 180mm 2.77 M2 packs
Set length 2200mm

UV Oiled
14 x 180mm 2.77 M2 packs
Set length 2200mm

Barley Distressed AD48 Lacquered 
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

1 Strip Family Oak White Washed Lacquered
14 x 180mm 2.77 M2 packs
Set length 2200mm

Natural Distressed AD48 Lacquered
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

1 Strip Family Oak Oiled & Bevelled UV Oiled
14 x 180mm 2.77 M2 packs
Set length 2200mm

Cappuccino Distressed AD48 Lacquered  
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

1 Strip Family Oak Black UV Oiled & Bevelled
14 x 180mm 2.77 M2 packs
Set length 2200mm
1 Strip Family Oak Brushed & Bevelled 

Toffee Distressed AD48 Lacquered 
14 x 125mm 1.2 M2 packs
Random lengths 300 - 1200mm

1 Strip Family Ash Coffee Lacquered
14 x 180mm 2.77 M2 packs
Set length 2200mm

3 Strip Family Oak UV Oiled
15 x 207mm 3.18 M2 packs
Set length 2200mm

1 Strip Natural Oak Lacquered
14 x 180mm 2.77 M2 packs
Set length 2200mm

3 Strip Family Oak Lacquered
15 x 207mm 3.18 M2 packs
Set length 2200mm

3 Strip Family Oak Brushed Cherry UV Oiled
15 x 207mm 3.18 M2 packs
Set length 2200mm

1 Strip Select Oak Lacquered
14 x 180mm 2.77 M2 packs
Set length 2200mm
1 Strip Family Oak Oiled & Bevelled Cherry 

Elite

Engineered



Tuscan accessories 

Combistar

Combistar is a colour-matched 3-in-one profile 
that allows for expansion gaps and a smooth 
transition between different floorcoverings 
within your home. 

Bona wood floor cleaning kit

Designed for regular maintenance of all Tuscan 
lacquered and UV oiled floors.

Sika adhesives

T55 and T53 are European manufactured 
adhesives specifically designed for gluing 
down hardwood flooring.

Veneered wrap scotia

Veneered wrap scotia conceals the expansion 
gap between the edge of the floor and the 
skirting board.

Installation products

Care & maintenance products

Carl’s hardwax oil refresher

For occasional refreshing of your Tuscan UV oil 
finish floor.

1 Strip Oak Oiled & Bevelled Natural UV Oiled

Bona wood floor refresher

For occasional refreshing of your Tuscan 
lacquered finish floor.
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Care 
& maintenance

Vacuum, sweep or dust mop your 
floor once a week, or more if needed. 

The vacuum head must be brush or felt 
and a wand attachment is preferable. Do not use 

vacuums with beater bars or hard heads. 

Spills and tracked-in dirt should be wiped up immediately.

Periodically clean your floor with the appropriate products. 
We recommend the use of the Bona range of cleaning and 
maintenance products and that you refer to our separate 
maintenance leaflet.

Use interior and exterior doormats at all entrances to collect 
dirt and moisture and prevent it from being tracked onto the 
floor.

Never use any of the following products (or products similar 
in nature) on your floor: ammonia-based cleaners, acrylic 
finishes, wax-based products, detergents, bleach, polishes, 
abrasive cleaning soaps, or acidic materials such as vinegar. 

All Tuscan floors are manufactured from natural products 
and can be damaged by high heels, pets and inadequate 
maintenance. Keep animal nails trimmed to minimise 
scratches to the surface. 

Use furniture feet protector pads under all furniture and 
make certain to keep them clean and well maintained. 

Keep the relative humidity in your home between 35% and 
55%. If water is spilled onto the floor, wipe up immediately as 
water may permanently damage the floor. 

 

Direct sunlight can alter the appearance of your floor.  
 
Always refer to the Tuscan recommended maintenance 
procedures which can be downloaded from 
www.tuscanflooring.co.uk.

Installation
Installation instructions are included with every pack of 
Tuscan flooring and copies of the instructions are available to 
download from www.tuscanflooring.co.uk.

Installation with underfloor heating
The Tuscan engineered ‘click’ system flooring is compatible 
with both embedded water piped and electrical matting 
underfloor heating systems. 

NOTE:
As wooden flooring is naturally sensitive to temperature and 
humidity fluctuations, the recommendations and instructions 
relating to the underfloor heating system and the particular 
Tuscan engineered flooring you have chosen must be fully 
understood and strictly followed prior to and following 
installation of the flooring. 

In particular, the recommendations and instructions for pre 
installation preparations, post installation, commissioning of 
new systems and first use of existing heating systems must be 
followed.

Tuscan engineered flooring must not be heated in excess of 
26˚C as the stability of the flooring may be affected.  

Please note that flooring from the Tuscan Elite range is not 
suitable for use over underfloor heating systems. A copy of 
both the Tuscan engineered ‘click’ and Tuscan Elite ‘drop-loc’ 
installation instructions are available to download from  
www.tuscanflooring.co.uk

Warranty
A copy of the warranties for Tuscan wood floors are available 
to download from www.tuscanflooring.co.uk.

Due to variables in the photographic and printing  
processes, colours shown in this brochure may vary from  
the actual product. We reserve the right to change 
specification of these products without prior notification. 
E&OE.
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